Consultee

General

LW1: Community Hub

LW2: Safeguarded sites

LW3: Housing allocation

Revised NPPF transition arrangements
require that 2012 NDP references only
acceptable where submitted before 24
Jan 2019.

Para. 77 sets out possible scope for S106
agreement which, under revised NPPF
and PPG, should now be set out clearly
address how planning obligations tests
should be met. Rewording of paras 78
and 88 suggested. LW1B delete ref to
parish council and development partners
and punctuate. New criterion on
heritage appraisal/assessment. Advise to
seek legal advice on wording.

suggest that sites should be allocated for
development (not safeguarded). Policy
should contain details about phasing in
S106 agreement. What happens if the
hub does not go forward? Review and
update evidence base accordingly. Place
ALL site assessments in same evidence
paper.

94: not enough explanation in
supporting text or evidence paper why
Fieldside was available, suitable and
deliverable. Explain why other sites are
less preferable. LW3 needs more
detailed criteria.

COMMENT

NDP text will be updated to 2018
references;

Legal advice sought on wording of para.
77. Add additional text to set out how a
planning obligation referred to in 77
meets the tests and LW1. Reword 78 and
88. LW1: delete and punctuate. New
Heritage criterion.

Safeguarding approach is more
appropriate then site allocation for the
school and village hall sites.
Better/clearer explanation will be
provided in evidence paper.

Update text and evidence to clarify why
Fieldside is available, suitable and
deliverable. Explain why other sites are Reconsider evidence base regarding
less preferable. Discuss with AECON re. Didcot garden town, Refine wording for
SEA. Add more detailed criteria to policy. D, I and E

Oxfordshire County Council

Query whether the site is large enough to
accommodate all activities. OCC would
expect to be involved in developing the
masterplan. Minimum size of school site
is 1.34 ha in line with current standards.
Masterplan should include reference to
footpath 287/5. current wording is
imprecise and must make specific
reference to all elements of the scheme
to ensure delivery. Refer to phasing in
the policy. CIL is being reviewed - not
clear how S106 can be required to pay
towards the school. policy wording
should be more definitive on need for
improvements to cycle paths and
footpaths as supported in the walking
and cycling Evidence Paper. OCC is
Revised NDP takes an innovative
approach to development. No longer any objecting to all housing in the area due to
lack ofSODC
publicrecommended
transportation.
bus service in Clilfton Hampden
LW1B
deletion of

South Oxfordshire District Council

Clarification on ownership of total school
site. Intention is that the County
Council's land interests will transfer to
the new school site - this will require a
legal agreement. Reasons for
safeguarding rather than allocating is not
clear.

COMMENT

Correct bus info in para. 60

development partners but OCC requrests
to be included in masterplanning. NDP
will clarifiy who development partners
are but retain wider remit to include
others bedides SODC. Include school site
size 1.34 ha.Masterplan should include
reference to footpath 287/5. Make
policy wording more precise so that all
elements of the scheme are delivered.
Cannot refer to phasing in the policy too many unknowns. SEEK ADVICE ON
CIL FOR SCHOOL DELIVERY. More
definitive on matter of walking and
cycling. Suggested new wording for
LW1B: “An appropriate level of pickup/drop-off parking should be provided
so that parking pressures on nearby
roads are limited whilst also ensuring
that high quality walking and cycling
provision (including appropriately
located/designed cycle parking) is
provided in order to encourage the use of
active modes of travel as opposed to
private car usage”. LW1 and LW9 will
improve access to new housoing by foot Update evidence to clarify ownership.
and cycle. The Inspector at the recent
Clarify why policy is for safeguarding
planning appeal at the adjacent site did rather than allocation.

Historic England

Welcome extensive history and reference
to conservations area and listed
buildings. Suggest reference to historic
environment in Our Challenges section,
Suggest additional survey work of
scheduled buildings. Welcome reference
to character in Vision but wording could
be strengthened.

There would appear to be the potential
for significant effects on archaeological
remains. The allocation criteria do not
mention archaeology. Evidence on
screenign does not mention archaology.
HE objects to the allocation of the site
without a detailed archaeological
assessment. Suggest a revised B.

Marin Management Organisation

As stated in the HE response, no
evidence exists that archeology is a
matter of concern on the site and it is
considered that this will be dealt with
under policies in the Development Plan.
The plan has been subject to an SEA - will
refer the HE comments to AECOM for
them to consider regarding SEA. Add
requirement in LW1 for a detailed
archaeological assessment of the site. It
is not possible for the NDP steering group
to undertake archaeological assessments
of all sites considered in the site
allocation document and it is therefore
not practicable to have a section criteria
based on archeological evidence. If the
site were of SAM value, the development
Add reference to historic challenges in
Our Challenges section, two SAM sites on on this site could not proceed so need to
"at risk" register. Cannot meet suggestion consider what would happen in this
to undertake further survey work due to scenario. Consider revised LW1B
wording provided.
lack of resources.
comments about MMO

National Grid
COMMENT
Campaign to Protect Rural England
COMMENT
Sport England
COMMENT
Oxfordshire Youth
COMMENT

National Grid have identified the
following high-pressure gas pipelines in
the NDP area: FM07 - Charlgrove to
Didcot PS - does not interact with any of
the propoesd development sites.
Request that their details are added to
consultation database.
NDP has been referred to CPRE
Oxfordshire.

Non-specific comments about role of SE.
Support for community hub and benefits
it will offer youth.

LW4: Countryside

LW5: Housing Mix
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LW6: infrastructure

LW7: Heritage and Design

LW8: Protected views

LW9: Cycle and Footpaths

Suggest that this policy is changes to a
"community objective"

Change wording to be less restrictive

Seek advice from County Council how the
policy could be worded to be more
Amend to include "in accordance with
deliverable.
adopted parking standards".

Change "policy" to "community
objective".

Change wording to be less restrictive :
"cause significant harm to"

Policy has been reworded and more
detiailed evidence provided

P16/S1124/O allowed on appeal but no
reserve matters application yet
submitted. Policy does not include any
requirements.

Suggest additional policy wording: The
Historic Environment: The parish’s
designated historic heritage assets and
their settings, both above and below
ground including listed buildings,
scheduled monuments and conservation
areas will be conserved and enhanced for
their historic significance and their
important contribution to local
distinctiveness, character and sense of
place.
Proposals for development that affect
non-designated historic assets will be
considered taking account of the scale of
any harm or loss and the significance of
the heritage asset as set out in the
National Planning Policy Framework
(NPPF 2018).

Consider whether appropriate to set out
requirements for reserve matters
application.

Need to consider whether this repeats
Development Plan policy or should be
included in the NDP.

LW10: Off-street parking

amend to include "in accordance with
adopted parking standards".

Suggest policy refers to existing parking
standards.

Policy should be more definitive.
Walking and cycling paper is in line with
current strategy for area.

LW4 is welcomed but it refers to entire
parish not only countryside - suggest a
separate policy. General criticisms about
the approach to historic environment but
no specific references to the Character
Assessment.

Any views of importance from the
conservation area?

The heritage aspects of LW4 are covered
in LW7 but the link between the policies
can be strengthened. The comments
speak in general terms about the
evidence that the community might
gather but have not related this to the
evidence paper so it is difficult to take
the comments on board without starting
the Charactar Assessment which
supported the made NDP from scratch.
Add para starting "Long Wittenham is
known to be" into the evidence. Consult
Oxfordshire Historic Environmental
Records and Historic Landscape
Character Assessment. Consult text
referred to - 2016 study. Changed
wording for LW7bd.

Steering group to consider views from
conservation area.

refer to existing parking standards.

LW11: Ecologically Sensitive Areas

Highways England
COMMENT
Didcot Town Council
COMMENT

Have reviewed the NDP and supportning
documents and have no comments.
Support.

Suggests that the NDP should focus on
small sites in line with NPPF 68 so that
the two large sites (hub and Fieldside)
are no so large/homogeneous as to alter
the character of the village.

COMMENT
COMMENT

COMMENT

COMMENT

The Fieldside site was put forward
because it had been allowed on appeal.
The hub site was chosen because it was
felt that the proposal should best be
delivered on one site (see arguemnt in
site assessment). No change proposed.
Pointed out typos etc.
changes made accordingly.
Suggests that footpaths will not lead to
public transport connections in Clifton
Hampden. Suggests that children will not
attend the local primary school.
There is no bus service to CH but there is
a train station at Culham. Must assume
that children will use their local primary
school.
NDP will help releive congestion on high
street. Will bring new customers to local
inn.
Hub allocation is larger site than
originally put to the community and
therefore he objects.
The reasons for the site selection are set
out in the site allocation document.
Response sent. Need to indicate that
land for playing fields is meant for that
purpose and not housing.
Hub site is larger than site orivinally put
to the community. Danger of
development in the view corridor - need
to keep this land open. Ensure that
additional land allocaiton is not used for
housing. Objects to plan because of
"creeping development" and children will
not use the school. Should abandon the
project.

COMMENT

The reasons for the site selection are set
out in the site allocation document.
Response sent. Need to indicate that
land for playing fields is meant for that
purpose and not housing.

COMMENT

representing Wittenham
Against Overdevelopment

Poor English; need glossary; references
not clear; should use the defined village
boundary, poor diagrams, review site 9 in
light of recent planning history;

COMMENT

WAO has submitted tracked changes
which will be considered individually.

COMMENT

Object to size of hub allocation becaseu
of impacts on views of Wittenham
Clumps. Land near village should not be
developed for housing.
llustrate on allocation that views will be
preserved. Clarify on plans where built
and open land is expected and refer to
preservation of views.

Reading University
COMMENT

Does not incorporte sufficient flexibility
to consider alternatives sites for a
community hub if the scenario under
LW1 fails to be delivered.
See detailed response.

Response prepared by Barton Willmore.
They make reference to NPPF 2018.

Consider that the draft policy is not
supported by national or local planning
policy and is contrary to the long-term
development objectives for Didcot
Garden Town. Policy should be removed.
See detailed response

Policy is incorrectly worded and refers to
views that do not require protection.
See detailed response

Reading University comments
POLICY LW4 - GREEN GAP
Figure 8 does not relate to field boundaries and does not relate to
landscape features
NPPF does not support Green Gaps (170)

RESPONSE

Map has been redrawn to be more indicative, less specific
changed emphasis on Green Gap designation

SO Local Plan and Oxon Core Strategy do not contain policies on green gaps changed emphasis on Green Gap designation
Didcot Market Town policies support the green gap as set out
Not supported by local policy, therefore does not meet basic conditions
in evidence.
Note: the evidence paper has been extensively rewritten (supporting text and policy) in response to all comments received and the
references to the Reg 14 version no longer apply to the submission version.
Objective A -

The viewing corridor is not protected by the green gap

This was identified in the original NDP. Objective A does not
refer to this view which is discussed under Objective K.

The character assessment was prepared for the original NDP.
This is a review and additional evidence for the additional
views has been provided in the evidence paper which updates
the character assessment. With regard to the view from
The character assessment does not identify "key views" between southern Didcot towards the parish of Long Wittenham the RU
and western extent of village. The views from Didcot are obscured by
comment is correct and reference to views from Didcot have
various landscape features. There are no key views that require protecton. been removed.
Figure 13 is incorrect re. Sire's Hill (which is referred to as Shires Hill in the
Corrected typo
text)
There has been no visual assessment to support protection of views from
Didcot towards Long Wittenham and Appleford as needing special
The view is shown in the Photo Location 1. Reference to view
protection.
from Didcot has been removed.
Objective B -

The Didcot Garden Town Delivery Plan seeks to deliver growth

But within its own settlement and at specified locations that
do not include Long Wittenham. The new Thames Road
crossing has been discussed in the evidence paper.

The Didcot Garden Town Delivery Plan uses the term "green
gap" in its figure 8.7. It is beyond the scope of the NDP
resources to map and evaluate all land within the parish and
so relies upon the Landscape Character Assessment which
suports the Didcot delivery plan. There has been extensive
The delivery plan does not support "green gaps" but rather "green buffers" landscape evaluation supporting the garden town delivery
surrounding the "necklace of villages" - supporting text indicates that this is plan which has been added to the evidence paper. It will be
a broad-brushed approach that should be mapped and evaluated. NDP
up to applicants to provide evidence how this development
does not have not been mapped and evaluated.
principle has been addressed in the proposal.
There has been extensive landscape evaluation supporting
There has been no assessment of the function of the landscape within the the garden town delivery plan which has been added to the
green gap but rather a broad brushed approach. However, this does not
evidence paper. It will be up to applicants to provide
extend to protect the landsape to the south and east of the village, and
evidence how this development principle has been addressed
therefore not comprehensive, reasoned or justifiable.
in the proposal.
Objective C

ENV1 already protects against inappropriate development

CSEN1 also offers protection.
New River Thames crossing assists in promoting new development for
Didctot Garden Town - the safeguarded land lies within the Green Gap.
This is contrary to Didcot GT objectives
Objective D

The purpose of this objective to to add local justification why
this policy is necessary and how it should be supported in the
Long Wittenhan context. It therefore supports ENV1.
The purpose of this objective to to add local justification why
this policy is necessary and how it should be supported in the
Long Wittenhan context. It therefore supports CSEN1.
The safeguarded area is of strategic importance and would
override this policy. However, in the interest of clarity, point
C will be modified to include reference to "strategic
infrastructure".

The land between Didcot and Long Wittenham village is intensively farmed. The policy clearly refers to development that would be
The Didctot GT delivery plan seeks to improve this landscape. The principle allowed in the green gap, all of which have the potential to
improve landscape quality through careful design.
would not allow development that might further this objective.
Objective E

The AONB position statement does not seek to restrict development
entirely. The Green Gap policy is more onerous than required.
Objective F

The Green Belt is visually separated from Long Wittenham by the River,
intervening vegitation and the village. The Green Belt could add
development pressure to Didcto and Long Wittenham.
Objective G

Core Strategy CSEN1 and CSEN2 and emerging policy ENV1
seek to preserve the setting of the AONB. The setting of the
AONB is a constraint which, added to other constraints for
development in the Green Gap, adds weight to the need to
restrict certain forms of development there.

Objective F relates to the River Thames Corridor in policy
CSEN1iii. This comment does not relate to the stated policy.
However, if it in error referred to Objective F, the reference in
the policy to Green Belt has been removed on advice from
the local planning authority.

This appears to refer to Objective F which refers to the River
Thames. The policy should be read in its totality - the
development plan policies regarding the River Thames
Development plan policies regarding River Thames Corridor do not refer to Corridor add weight to the need to restrict certain forms of
green gaps.
development there.
Objective H
The NDP does not allow flexibility in the route of the proposed Garden
This has been addressed above with regard to Objective C.
Line.
Objective I
It is the role of the relevant Local Authority and the Environment Agency to
determine effects of development in areas subject to flooding.
Objective J
The methodology for assessment in the Didcot Garden Town Delivery Plan
identified the need to evaluate heritage assets, map conservation areas
and listed buildings and historic landscpe features (etc) to inform the
extent of green buffers.
Objective K
Repetition of Objective A
Conclusion on policy LW4

The reference to flooding has been removed from the NDP
policy though it was present in an earlier version.

There is no Objective J so it is assumed that this comment
refers to Objective G (urban fringe). See response to
Objective B.
See response to Objective A

For the reasons stated above, the policy does comply with
basic conditions. However, wording of the supporting text
the policy fails to comply with the basic conditions and should be removed will be modified to make clear that the objectives should be
from the LWNDP
read in their totality.
LW1

The policy lacks flexibility if the community hub proposal fails to proceed.
Additional wording is suggested that alternative sites will be considered.
LW8

It is correct to state that the policy lacks flexibility. The policy
is for the community hub proposal on the allocated site on
Didcot Road. Clause C ensures that if the proposal fails, i.e.
provisions Ba-f are not delivered, then housing development
will also not be delivered. The fall back position is the existing
land use across the village. An alternative site is not required
at this time because if the hub scheme fails, it will by
definition not proceed, and there will be no need for an
alternative site. In this eventuality, the Parish Council will
need to consider alteratives as a whole, not merely related to
land, and this will need to be addressed in the next review of
the NDP.

As the comment makes clear, it is expected that applicants
will formally assess the impact of their development on the
view from Didcot towards Long Wittenham and Appleford
Villages. The wording to this policy has been modified on
Consider that Ad is too restrictive and the view was not identified in the
advice from the planning authority. The lanscape assessment
Character Assessmewnt 2016. The policy should be removed due to lack of supporting the Didcot Garden Town delivery plan has been
added to the Countryside evidence paper.
detailed landscape assessment.
LW10
The planning authority has recommended changes to this
The policy is at odds with Oxon County Council parking standards and the policy which make reference to the adopted parking
wording should be revised with new wording.
standards.

